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Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the Inquiry. The Ballarat Climate Action Network is composed of
concerned citizens residing in Ballarat and surrounds and is an affiliate group of Ballarat Renewable Energy And Zero
Emissions (BREAZE). We meet monthly and maintain a rolling program of activities conceived as acts of political
lobbying.

Actions being taken to mitigate the severity
•

The group has a present focus on driving emissions reductions initiatives by Ballarat City Council. We
do this through public lobbying and attendance at council meetings and through submissions on
pertinent matters. Over time our focus may shift but experience has taught us that focusing on local
gains is better for motivation and engagement.

Actions being taken to adapt to the impacts
•

Part of our interaction with council involves lobbying for extended fire protection services. As the
crisis deepens we will extend this to issues around water supply and provisions for heat stress
reduction measures.

Views on best form of government assistance
•

Supporting local councils; many of whom are at the forefront of carbon reduction strategies already.
Support is required with transitioning councils to renewable energy, such as the current initiative for
39 councils to combine in a power purchasing agreement. Also there are many opportunities for
councils to make the shift to electric vehicles. Creating a purchasing agreement for all councils to
purchase appropriate vehicles would be an excellent initiative. Better stewardship of refrigerant
gases would be a crucial breakthrough and leadership nationwide is called for in this too often
overlooked area. Indeed championing the idea of ‘stewardship’ of waste is a key issue for state
government to lead on.

Best practice models
•

Rather than look to other examples we would champion the importance of Victoria being a global
leader. More typically public opinion tends to look to Europe and Scandinavia for leadership but
through key initiatives such as bulk buying of renewable energy, including that presently
investigated by the aforementioned bid by 39 councils, has been shown to be cost competitive and
even cheaper. Leading by doing is so important and ultimately the most effective.
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